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Abstract— The paper deals with a HIL (Hardware In the Loop)
system or so-called Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP) tools, used
in a single-phase half-bridge Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)
control development. The control algorithm is developed for the
ATMEL ATmega2560 microcontroller. The code is implemented
to the microcontroller via Arduino development board. A control
board mock-up is assembled for control algorithm validation. HIL
system is used as an RCP tool for testing. Furthermore, the VSI
model is done in a HIL Schematic Editor and HIL SCADA
software environment. The system functionality is tested for two
selected operation points. Waveforms are recorded, and the
voltage spectrum analysis is performed via external low-voltage
spectrum analyzer. The shortcomings of developed system are
addressed and the solution for them is proposed.
Keywords— hardware in the loop, rapid control prototyping,
voltage source inverter, control algorithm, development board

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to nowadays trending in the electrical energy power
production and conversion, the Power Electronic (PE)
converters became an indispensable part of every such industry
[1]. A great share of PE converters consist of VSIs which are
used mainly in renewables and industries with AC motor drive
systems, including the automotive [2], [3]. Due to new and ongoing applications, and the demand for constant improvements
(better efficiency, increasing compactness, etc.), the VSIs
control algorithms need continual development [4]. Despite the
possibility of simulated control algorithm development, sooner
or later the control algorithm needs to be used on a real system.
In order to avoid a potential VSI hardware damage due to
control algorithm flaws, the algorithm can be safely developed
and tested using HIL system [5]. Such system enables the real
hardware control circuits (Microcontrollers, DSPs, FPGAs,
etc.) to be connected to a virtual VSI modeled in software. In
this way, the control algorithm can easily be tested and
debugged, and finally translated to a real control hardware. The
method of such control developing is known as a Rapid Control
Prototyping or RCP for short [6], and in recent years this term
has become synonymous for fast and safe PE converters control
development, as shown e.g. in [7]–[11]. This method is also
used in this paper and will be explained later.
The common VSI topology is a three-phase VSI in bridge
configuration as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of three-phase VSI in bridge configuration

This topology (Fig. 1) contains of six switching components
(usually MOSFETs or IGBTs). Regarding switching
technology, it is worth to mention that in recent years among
researchers, the main subjects are the GaN and SiC switching
technologies [12], [13]. Nevertheless, a standard three-phase
VSI can be assembled in three different ways: by using discrete
components as presented in [14], by using three single leg
modules as shown in [15], or by using a full bridge module with
nine embedded switches as presented in [16].
This paper deals with a single IGBT leg module option since
the aim of this research is to develop a control algorithm for the
real assembled 1 kW system using an RCP development
method. This converter is designed as a single phase VSI in a
half-bridge configuration (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Single-phase 1 kW half-bridge VSI

The presented VSI’s control is based on a bipolar PWM
[17]. The choice of modulation method is limited due to a halfbridge topology configuration which specifically requires two
DC link capacitors to create a zero-voltage node (Fig. 5). A
control board mock-up with a development board and the
belonging periphery is assembled and prepared for converter
(Fig. 3b).
The converter given in Fig. 2 is also modeled in a Typhoon
HIL software (Fig. 5), which is used later for control algorithm
testing. The VSI from Fig. 2 is driven by the SA8281 chip and
it is programmed by an obsolete system using an LPT port (Fig.
2) and DOS system. The final goal is to upgrade this VSI with
a new control board system. Hence, the control board operation
needs evaluation before the installation. This paper deals with
the first step of the VSI (Fig. 2) upgrading process, i.e., the
control algorithm development.
The rest of the paper is organized in four chapters. The
second chapter deals with the control algorithm and the control
board mock-up. The third chapter presents the VSI software and
hardware modeling tools. The second to last chapter presents
the measurement results for two different operation points. At
the final chapter, the conclusion is made summarizing the most
important points of presented paper.

B. Software
The control algorithm is written in Arduino software
environment, which flow diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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II.

HALF-BRIDGE VSI CONTROL

The main motive of replacing the old SA8281 control (Fig.
2) with the up-to-date microcontroller is done for practical
reasons – to reduce size and complexity of the whole VSI
system.
A. Hardware
Since the VSI from Fig. 2 needs +5 V digital signal port and
since the peripheral communication with the user is mandatory,
a suitable development board type is chosen. The main parts of
the control system are development board, display and keypad
(Fig. 3). The Arduino board with ATmega2560 processor is
utilized, primarily due to 8 kB of SRAM memory. The display
is chosen to be the ST7920 type, due to the possibility of
displaying a minimum of six lines simultaneously. The keypad
is a standard 4x4 matrix format keypad which allows user a
prompt input of desired parameters. The connection diagram of
the control system is shown in Fig. 3a. The assembled control
board mock-up is given in Fig. 3b.
a)

b)
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Fig. 3. The connection diagram (a) and assembled control board mock-up (b)
for VSI control
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Fig. 4. Control algorithm flow diagram

The control algorithm begins with the periphery
initialization. The first initialized periphery is the ST7920 type
display with 128x64 resolution, for which a standard library is
used for programming. Second initialized is the keypad, where
the key matrix and the pinouts are defined for the
communication with the development board. Inside of the setup
function, the functions needed for the operation are initialized
and activated. Since the VSI control demands synchronous
switching of both transistors, the control output is set via
PORTF register function which comprising the A0 – A7 pins,
out of which only A0 and A1 are utilized for the IGBTs control
purpose.
After periphery initialization, the functions for user input
are defined. Next, the welcome message is displayed, afterward
the user chooses the amplitude modulation index ma parameter.
Then, the frequency modulation index mf parameter is chosen.
After pressing the confirmation key on the keypad, the program
runs. The display shows chosen parameters and additional
options such as resetting, stopping or pausing the process (Fig.
4).
The transistors control logic is derived via the two Look Up
Tables (LUTs); one for the sine wave and one for the triangle
wave, both fragmented into a 1000 equal pieces (ranges 01000). Every element of the sine LUT is compared with the
chosen mf-th value of the triangle LUT. With this method, a
triangle waveform signal which is repeated mf times is obtained.

If the value of the sine LUT is greater than triangle LUT,
the output gives the result field of 1, otherwise it gives a 0. The
result field is then repeated in the loop until interrupted by the
user. The full code is available as supplementary material in
back matter of the paper.
III. VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER MODEL
Although HIL systems can be used for many purposes, in
the strict sense related to this paper, it can be described as a
testing environment for developing and debugging the VSI’s
control algorithm. The HIL software simulates the actual
external VSI hardware, receiving the input control signals
through the HIL interface and processes them in the same way
as they would be processed within the actual VSI hardware.
A. Software
The VSI schematic model (Fig. 5) is created in a HIL
Schematic Editor. Since this model simulates real system for
which the control is developed, the components parameters are
chosen according to the real VSI from Fig. 2.

SCADA. After the SCADA is created, the user can start with
the measurements. It is worth to mention that HIL software can
work on-line (with the hardware) and off-line (without the
hardware).
B. Hardware
The full hardware setup used in paper can be seen in Fig. 7.
A brief explanation follows. The control board mock-up (mark
1) is connected via USB cable to the PC (mark 5). This cable
serves as a programming cable for the microcontroller, as well
as the power supply for the mock-up. The Typhoon HIL
hardware is marked with 2. This hardware has its own power
supply and the USB cable which is connected to the PC for realtime simulation via provided software. On the front of the HIL
device a HIL DSP interface is attached (mark 3). This interface
has a slot for TI C2000 DSP type MCU (for DSP control
programming and testing), and the pinouts for analog inputs and
outputs (16 analog inputs + 16 analog outputs and 32 digital
inputs and 32 digital outputs). A low-voltage spectrum analyzer
software is marked with 4. This is a UniTrain SO4204 interface
which has dedicated software for low voltage (0 – 40 V)
spectrum analysis. This interface is connected also to the PC via
USB cable.
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Fig. 5. VSI HIL Schematic Editor model

The external signals A0 and A1 sent from the controller
board mock-up are linked to the simulation model through the
HIL hardware and are set up in the software (Digital Input1 and
Digital Input2; Fig. 5). The usual process of HIL simulation
model development is given in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. HIL modeling process

After the VSI simulation model is created, a debugging
process is performed, until compiling is successfully done. In
this stage this means that the HIL software translated the
created schematic into a machine language successfully, and
that the model is implemented into the HIL’s FPGA processor
– ready for use.
After previous step, the provided HIL SCADA software is
utilized. This piece of software serves as a virtual SCADA
environment for monitoring all HIL’s inputs and outputs,
including both – control and power part of the VSI. It is worth
to mention that the input and output hardware pins can be
assigned to the created schematics in SCADA environment
(this can be done in a HIL Schematic Editor also). Furthermore,
simulation start and stop functions can be performed in the

Fig. 7. Rapid control prototyping workplace; 1 – control board mock-up, 2 –
HIL hardware, 3 – HIL DSP interface, 4 –spectrum analyzer interface, 5
– PC with required software

After everything is connected and checked, a measurement
process follows.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Measurements are done for many different operations
points out of which four are presented in this chapter. Selected
parameters are shown in Tab. 1.
TABLE I.

SELECTED MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

Set

ma

mf

1.
2.
3.
4.

1
1
1
0,8

12
48
24
24

E [V]

f [Hz]

R [Ω]

L [mH]

230

50

800

330

230

50

800

330

The idea here is to show how control works with different
amplitude modulation indexes ma, as well as with different
frequency modulation indexes mf, to detect possible flaws in
control algorithm. The measurement results for set 1 – set 4
(Tab. 1) are shown in Fig. 8 – Fig. 11.
ma=1; mf=12

a)

I_out
V_out

main loop code, and more specifically, this problem occurs due
to constant keypad operation checking. Since the whole code is
in the mail loop, the algorithm checks if anything is pressed on
keypad after every forwarded control signal. This operation
takes up a certain amount of the CPU time and extends affected
IGBT control signal, which then causes the anomaly in the
voltage and at the end in the current waveform.
a)

ma=1; mf=24

I_out
V_out
IGBT 1
IGBT 2

b)

IGBT 1
IGBT 2
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Fig. 8. The output voltage and current waveforms for the parameters from set
1 (a) and set 2 (b)

Fig. 10. The output voltage and current waveforms for the parameters from set
3 (a) and set 4 (b)
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Fig. 9. The spectrum analysis of the output voltage for the parameters from
set 1 (a) and set 2 (b)

It can be seen from waveforms on Fig. 8 that higher the
frequency modulation index mf is, the current is more sinusoidal
which implies lower THD. The waveforms also show some
anomalies as marked with the dashed line on Fig. 8b. Lower
switching frequency with the mf=12 (Fig. 8a) is not so sensitive
to this problem as the higher switching frequency at mf=48
(Fig. 8b). At this point, the algorithm clearly needs some
improvements. With more detailed analysis of presented
irregularities, we concluded that one of the problems is in the

f [Hz]

Fig. 11. The spectrum analysis of the output voltage for the parameters from
set 3 (a) and set 4 (b)

In the case of set 3 and set 4 measurements, the frequency
modulation index mf is constant, and the amplitude modulation
index ma is changed. Changing the ma (with keeping the mf
constant) yields with different current amplitudes i.e., lowering
the ma would give lower current amplitude and vice versa This
is expected. The measurement results from Fig. 10 shows
similar problems as the waveforms from Fig. 8. The conclusion
is that at higher switching frequencies this problem is more

pronounced due to shorter switching period, appearing as a
longer duration of affected signal in relation to the switching
period.
The spectral analysis for every set of measurements (Tab.
1) is given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11. As expected, the higher
harmonics appears at the switching frequencies and its
multiplies, which is in direct correlation with the frequency
modulation index mf (taking into consideration fixed output
frequency of 50 Hz, increasing the mf would increase the
switching frequency and vice versa).
It is visible from conducted spectral analysis that the
spectrum is not clear (as ideally should be) in between the
fundamental harmonic and in between the mf-th harmonic
regions. Referring to the voltage waveforms from Fig. 8 and
Fig. 10 this can be expected. Namely, due to presented
shortcomings in switching algorithm, the asymmetry of the
output voltage waveform is produced. This produces all kinds
of higher harmonics, including an even-order harmonics as seen
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10. Although the inverter technically works,
all the problems from above impairing the modulation quality,
hence, the control algorithm cannot be implemented on the VSI
(Fig. 2) yet, until this is solved.
A. Proposed solution for addressed problems
Fig. 12 shows the output current and voltage waveforms for
the arbitrary parameters set, with (Fig. 12a) and without (Fig.
12b) keypad attached to the control board mock-up (Fig. 3b).
This clearly shows the influence of the keypad on control
algorithm. The addressed problem therefore can be solved by
changing the algorithm fundamentally, i.e., to use a completely
different programming logic regarding time commands.
a)

b)

potentially dangerous in the real converter and this
phenomenon needs also to be fixed before the implementation
to the real converter.
Since this paper is not aimed on the modulation quality but
on the control algorithm shortcomings detection via RCP
developing methods, the solution to the addressed problems is
not carried at this point. Rather, the solution is given as a
proposal for the future upgrade.
V.

CONCLUSION

The paper presents the RCP method in developing of control
algorithm of single-phase VSI. A special attention is given to
the software control debugging using the RCP method. The
measurement results for chosen operation points show that
developed ATmega2560 control works on the HIL model, but
not perfect. Thus, the algorithm needs some clearly stated
improvements before it can be implemented on real system. To
overcome addressed problems, a different approach in
algorithm logic is proposed (using Interrupt instead of
delayMicroseconds functions in Arduino programming). In the
future work, all remaining flaws of presented control algorithm
will be corrected, and when ready, the control algorithm will be
translated to the real 1 kW single-phase VSI.
The advantages of using the RCP method in control
algorithm developing using HIL systems are obvious as
presented in the paper; debugging and upgrading the control
algorithm using an RCP and HIL is safe, with no need for the
real VSI hardware. This allows the hardware and software of
any converter to be developed independently, which can save
many resources. While using only simulation does not give a
real specific microcontroller behavior, applying the control
algorithm directly to the converter increases the probability of
damaging something in the systems circuit. Therefore, the HIL
system can be described as the bridge between the two extremes
in PE converters control developing. The only real drawback of
such systems is a relatively high price (starting from 20.000,00
Eur and above).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Fig. 12. The voltage and current waveforms with (a) and without (b) keypad
attached

The code used in this paper is available in publicly accessible
repository at: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14701218.
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